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Abstract: Nowadays, People are well-connected to one another in Social Networks. Usage of Internet and involvement in Online Social Platforms are increasing day by day. People sharing their personal information in these platforms. Even, they started uploading their photo in the Internet and it became very common among the Internet users. Without understanding the risk, user involved in sharing their personal details. Some fraudulent users uploading another user’s photo without their knowledge. They are getting photos of others in many ways such as by taking photos using their mobile cameras, collecting images from Social networks, stealing images from the theft mobile. They are posting the photos in the Social media applications which are stored enduringly in the database. This results in the misuse of photo and involved in many criminal activities. To overcome this security problem, a competent face recognition system is needed which identify the user in the photo. To handle this, a set of users, friends list and their private photographs. This system accomplished as an evidence of approach in social network on Facebook application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet has become very popular and the usage of Internet applications increased rapidly. People started using Online Social application such as Facebook and spend their time in the Social sites. It becomes an imperative part in their day to day life. People likes to involve in these Social sites to share the information with one another. The way of interaction between the people and the communication process have been changed nowadays. They started to connect in Social sites and providing the details about themselves without understanding the risk. User create an account in the Social sites by providing all their important details such as Date of Birth, Education details, Address, Phone number, Work Details and so on[1-5]. They share their personal information in these sites which can be misused in many ways. They are not aware of the problems arises when this information leaked or hacked by fraudulent users. People shares the photographs in the Social media applications, and it became very common. [6][7] If one photo is uploaded, it can’t be removed and stored enduringly in the database. Some fraudulent users make use of these Social sites and involved in Criminal activities. They post the photographs of other persons without their knowledge. They are collecting the unknown persons photographs in many ways such as taking photos using their mobile phones cameras without their knowledge, collecting images from Social networks, stealing images from the theft mobiles and so on. [8][9][10][11]

These users create a fake account in the Social sites, and they may set these photographs as their profile pictures to make other users trust them. Using these fake accounts, they used to give friend request to other users and joins in the group accounts. They started involving in Criminal activities without the knowledge of other users. These fraudulent users post other photographs, used for other criminal activities and the Social sites such as Facebook does not provide any security feature or having any restrictions to handle these types of situation, instead promoting the users to upload the photographs in their sites.[12][13][14] Privacy protection is the important aspect in the Social sites. But in the above cases, the user is not aware that their photo is uploaded without their permission. There are two different scenarios in posting the photographs. The user photo will be uploaded by their friends. At the same time, the photographs should not be uploaded by anonymous person in the Social sites. The complication of posting the photographs will become worse when other people tagged the situation. People connected in the Social sites doesn’t know whether the photo is posted with the user permission or not. They simply tag and the photograph will spread by other users without knowing the risk involved in it. [15-20]

The User in the photograph totally unaware of the situation and the consequences that arises. Whenever a photograph is posted in the Social sites, user security and privacy are involved in it. Though the Users restrict themselves in posting the photographs when thinking about the privacy and security, fraudulent users posting the other user photos due to the low security mechanisms in the Social sites. So, we need a system that provides highest level of security in posting the photographs so that they should use the application and access the sites without any uncertainty about the security level especially in the posting of photographs. [21-24]

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Privacy and Security are the most important aspects in the Social networks. But in the Social sites such as Facebook, user’s privacy and security are not maintained especially in posting the photographs. Instead of providing the security to the users, they are allowing the user to post another photograph. To attract the user and get more people involved in the application, it provides many features like Tagging.
Many fraudulent users use fake accounts in the Social sites and involving in criminal activities. They used to post other user photos without their knowledge. The Security of the user is not handled in the above situation. Without giving security measures in posting the photographs, the additional features such as Tagging make the posted photos shared all over the internet and these photographs are misused. This leads to the privacy and security violation in the Social sites.[25][26]

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. Existing system

To avoid the security problem, authors recommended Social sites application such as Facebook to use the multi-party privacy model to increase the user’s security. The User should create a group where the access being granted for posting the photographs. There are some policies which are used to exemplify the users for posting of images. Privacy policy is the one in which set of users can have access of the posted photographs explicitly whereas Exposure policy involves the set of people where the photograph can be obtained when any individual person is engaged. For this, Recognition of the face in the posted photo is implemented. So, training have been given for the facial recognition system to detect the faces in the photo uploaded by the fraudulent users. In Facial recognition system, users mobile phone gallery acts as a database and are used as a training data. These data are the actual private data set of every user and the System uses them to detect and identify the faces and construct a feature vector. As the large data set is required by the system for the training purpose, it involves large computational cost. The training sets are provided manually in which the application sometimes may fail to calculate the data sets. In this method, each user will have separate training set to identify the faces in the photographs.[27-29]

The Facial recognition system have been constructed as a multi-classifier system. Several classes are used in the system in which each class belongs to individual user. The system has been built using by Binary Classifier merging where all the classes are differentiated according to the value set. For this training purposes, many samples of photographs are needed for every user, but it is not possible at every stage. [29-30]

DISADVANTAGES

1. The computational expenses are high.
2. Lots of Manual work.
3. Sharing of Photo is not secure.

B. PROPOSED SYTSEM

We proposed a system that provides the highest level of security in the Social sites for posting the photographs. The Social site users can have their own set of photos stored in their personal system. The User should feel highest assurance level of security and privacy when using these Social sites. The System is developed with a secure approach to ensure both efficiency and privacy of the user.

ADVANTAGES

1. Security is enhanced with less possibility of loss of information.
2. Privacy leakage of the owner’s photo is prevented.
3. Sharing of Photo is trustworthy and Proficient.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The developed system contains a set of registered users and all the user’s login and password credential details will be saved in the system. All the User’s photographs will be saved in a common folder which acts as a Facebook database. Every user’s friends list will be saved in the Facebook database. The user can able to add a friend or remove a friend and the friends list will be automatically updated. All the images are saved with the appropriate user name with the help of user login information.[31-35]

B. System Architecture

The user needs to login into the application with this username and password credentials. The user can able to upload the photograph in the application. When the user tries to post a photo in the application, the system will first recognize the person in the photograph. The System then check whether the identified person in the photograph matches with the faces in in the Facebook database. If the User uploads their own photograph, the system will detect and come to a decision that actual User’s face and the detected person’s face is same, and the system will allow the user to upload the photo in the application. [36-38]

If the user tries to upload other person photographs, then the system will check whether the identified person in the photograph is present in the Facebook database or not. If the identified person is not present in Facebook database, then the user is not permitted to upload the photograph in the Facebook application. If the identified person is present in the Facebook database, the system will check whether the identified person is in user’s friends list. If present, user is permitted to upload the photo. If the identified person is not present, then notification will be sent to the identified person. Thus, photographs will be posted by the right person who have access for uploading in the Social sites.

V. MODULES

A. Login Form

The User needs to register with their information in the application. After registration, the user will login with the username and password[41]. If the credentials are matched, then the user will be logged into the application. If the credentials are not matched, then the user will be displayed with the message “Invalid Login”.
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B. Setting Profile picture
The system allows the user to set their own profile picture. The user can be able to view the profile picture and they can select a new photograph from their mobile gallery. The uploaded profile picture will be saved in the system’s database under the username folder, which will be used by the system to identify the faces later on.

C. Adding and Deleting Person from Friends list
Every user has their own customized friends list. Once the user selects the ‘View my friends’ option, the system will fetch the friends list from the database and display the user’s friend list. The user can able to add new friends in the friends list by selecting ‘Add a friend’ option. The system also enables the user to delete the person’s name from their friends list.[38]

E. Posting the photograph
The User can post the photograph in the application. Once the user uploads the photo, the System will identify the faces in the photo. The System will check the application database to find the matching photograph. If the User uploads their own photo, the system will find the face in the database and displays the detected person’s face with a message ‘Your photo is uploaded’. Thus, the system will allow the user to upload their own photo in the application.

If the user tries to upload other person photographs, then the system will check whether the identified person in the photograph is present in the application database or not. If the identified person is not present in the application database, then the user is not permitted to upload the photograph in the Facebook application by displaying the message ‘User is not in application database’. [39]

F. Notification
If the user tries to upload other person photographs, then the system will check whether the identified person in the photograph is present in the application database or not. If the identified person is present in the Facebook database, the system will check whether the identified person is in user’s friends list. If present, user is permitted to upload the photo. If the identified person is not present, then notification will be sent to the identified person. Thus, photographs will be posted by the right person who have access for uploading in the Social sites.[40]

VI. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM
LEVEL 0:

LEVEL 1:
C. User Uploading own photograph

D. User Uploading Other Person’s Photo not in Facebook

E. User Uploading Friend’s Photo

F. User Uploading Other Person’s Photo not in Friend

G. Notification Page – Enters Correct OTP

H. Notification Page – Enters Incorrect OTP
Uploading the photographs is one of the most common activity in the Social media applications such as Facebook. But the privacy is leaked if the photo is uploaded without the user knowledge. To avoid this security problem, we developed an efficient face recognition system to identify the user in the photograph. If the identified person is not present in the user friend list, then the user should get permission from the identified person to upload the photo. We expect that the developed system useful in user’s secrecy and privacy of photographs in the Social media. Proposed future work could be how the photo samples will be moved to clouds like Dropbox.
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